NEWSLETTER
Midwinter 2012

News from ELF Miniatures
Best wishes for 2012! The last few months have seen a wide range of new products added to our range.
As well as Elizabeth developing several new items, we are delighted to offer a range of modern prams,
buggies, high chairs and travel cots, handmade by Sarah Abbiss in a variety of modern finishes, now also
available in 1/6th (playscale) scale.

New items from Elizabeth
ELF 1-2-3 bedding and blinds
How realistic do you want your dolls house?
How about an unmade bed? We have
developed a posable duvet and pillow set in a
wide range of modern designs, together with a
matching blind. ELF’s 1-2-3’s bed base and
mattress help you create the look, but the
duvets are designed to fit most beds. You

can buy a matching roller blind in a variety of lengths.
Full length lets you create the illusion of a window
while a shorter length suits an existing window.

We also have another blind kit, in the style of a
venetian blind, now in a wide range of colours, including
white which you can paint yourself. This is in our new
display kitchen and utility room. See 'How to recreate the look' on the website.

Great additions to the EAZY kitchen kits range
We’ve added a roller shutter unit and integrated American fridge unit,
pictured here in our new show kitchen (see above).
Also in the show kitchen and utility room are a
new utility shelving unit kit, a small wall-mounted
TV, with or without plug and socket and an ELF
sensor bin. Prices start at £4.25 for the bin to
£6.50 for the shelving kit. All the accessories
you can see in the photos are
available from ELF.

Buying a kitchen made easy – the ELF 1-CLICK kitchen©!
ELF is now offering a range of complete
kitchen kits based on our popular EAZY kits
range. Available from only £50 each kit
comes with everything you need to make the
kitchen in the accompanying photo, including
handles, self-adhesive film, and worktops. No
need to order any "extras" - everything is
included in the price (except glue and paint).
Full instructions are provided with each kit,
including notes for using self-adhesive film
where appropriate.
The example shown here will fit most dolls
houses; it is a chic modern kitchen in hi-gloss
black, also available in white or red, with
drawer fronts in aluminium. It is a popular "L" shape measuring 10 1/4" (26cms) by 6 3/4"
(17cms), and features built-in oven with sensor hob, a steel and etched "glass" extractor above,
and a sink with mixer tap. The kit also features optional "glass" shelves with aluminium supports;
these provide ample space for displaying your miniatures. The kitchen can be made for a left-hand
or right-hand corner. Other designs in the 1-CLICK range include a zebrano finish with an island
and a Shaker style in lightwood or white, and more designs will follow. These kitchens can also be
purchased ready-made – see under Ready-made kitchen units on the website.

Featuring this issue...

The Office!
We are stocking a
great new range of
resin figures with
fantastic detail.
Many of them suit
an office
environment but
would look equally
good in other
settings – the man
sitting at the desk
could be sitting
down at home,
while the woman
with the yellow
top could be out shopping.
New items for the office include a red filing cabinet (seen in the far right
hand corner of the photo), and photocopier. We have used our economy
desk, computers, chrome and glass shelves, files, desk tidy and waste bin to
accessorise our office. There is a wide range to choose from. For furniture
see the Office/Study section and you can find office/study accessories here.

New items from the ELF Store
Hand-made designer prams, buggies, high chairs and play pens!
We are delighted to be able to include in our range of ‘ELF Recommends’ items a fabulous range of
modern prams, buggies and other products for baby. These are made by Sarah Abbiss with great
attention to detail. For example, the buggies have opening straps so you get baby in and out easily and
the prams come with changing bags which open and an open tray for nappies and other groceries. .

Sarah also makes matching playpens/travel cots and high chairs.
The chairs also come with opening straps. We have pictured this
with a cute toddler in pink.
If you would like a 1/6th (playscale) scale version, please contact
us through the website.

High quality resin figures!
The office feature includes some of our new resin figures. They are produced in beautiful detail and
would enhance any setting. Here are a few more:
This older lady
has fine lines
on her face and
neck.
We have
another older
lady with this
sweet dog at
her feet.
The detail includes watches and rings –
see below
And at the other end of the
age range are this teenager
and baby.

Don’t feel confident wiring your ho use? Need to add an extra light?
Have a look at our range of LED lights which run off replaceable batteries.
Please ask if there is anything you would like that we don’t already stock. We can’t
guarantee to find it for you, but we’ll try!

Readers Houses
We are delighted to feature Lynette’s Malibu house in this issue. ELF Miniatures supplied some of the
furniture and fittings but, like many of our clients, this house reflects Lynett’s own eclectic tastes and
dedication to hunting down exactly the right object. She says: 'This is the house I'd love to live in. I love

the bath Liz designed & imagine gazing out across golden sands to a beautiful blue sea. The kitchen is
also one of my favourite rooms along with the office. I'm always looking for things to add to my houses
and found the slates on a holiday beach. The internet has opened up the miniatures scene and I spend a
lot of time looking at furniture and houses on the net for ideas, but also feel sorry that there are fewer
shops around now to go in and browse.'

ELF supplied the bath and loo, and in the office - desk, rug, fan, computer, CD rack, designer chairs and
filing cabinet. The sitting room features an ELF shelving unit – great for displaying the fruits of Lynette’s
miniatures collecting. ELF also supplied wardrobes and the kitchen for this house.

